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Tourist search engine
A specialized tourist search engine (Cubaaz) which combine for the first time all
advantages of latest technologies as Big Data, Artificial and Collective Intelligence,
Block-chain and cryptocurrency for User unique ultimate travel experience.
The best payment protection features of current-generation payment systems with
the innovative features of blockchain and blend in the unique features provided by
our own token.
Best features of cryptocurrencies, enabling fast transactions, lower fees and low
cross-border transaction friction, enabling travelers to choose from a growing
worldwide audience of travel service providers.

Low Total Hard
Cap only 30M

High projected potential
7.6 Trillion Industry

Already sold CC
tokens 0

High Token Liquidity and
Fast Integration with 4
Exchanges (by June 2018)

Timeline of Token Sale
▪
▪
▪

Target Raise: 51,000 ETH
Hard Cap: 100, 000 ETH
Start of Token Sale: February 5,
2018, 0:00AM
Closing of Public Sale: April 10,
2018, 11:59PM

▪

CC Value is set to:
1 CC token = 0.0001 BTC

Key Metrics

15%
15%
70%

Expert developers team and integrated IT department
Instant Purchase from Smart Contract Through your Personal Wallet
Customer Service department in Multilanguage.

▪

API REST gateway and IT infrastructure
Azure Cloud platform

▪

Integration with ERP and Travel Systems

▪

Mobile app to check TVR balance and send/receive funds.

70% Total ICO contribution to
community.
15% Retained for Team, Advisors,
Community, Early backers.
25% Retained as Reserve for
future development.

Payment mechanism: ETH
Token format: ERC-20 Standard

Travel "Pass Card" (Credit Card) for making purchases smoother
Native mobile app for users who wish to purchase travel with Cubaaz coin

Executive Team
What problem does Cubaaz solve?
Cubaaz enter the highly oligopolistic industry controlled by just 5 companies like
Travelport, Sabre and Amadeus etc. These companies use their position on the market
to extract the rent, e.g. Sabre vs US Airways and are accused of overcharging their
clients and employing other uncertain tactics. Intermediary organizations charge 10%25% commission and force boutique hotels into flat-rate agreements which results in
high maintenance costs and low profitability for the hotels. Cubaaz is here to remove
this commission and add this value to the customers.

Mickael Mosse

Suppliers of Travel
Extremely easy integration to airlines, hotels, car rentals, cruise ships, tour and activity
providers, home rentals and B2B at no transaction fee.

Marco Vincenzo Belfiore

Founder & CEO
President and founder of First Real
Transac Group, Mickael Mossé is
currently at the head of a group
that is a world leader in its sector,
with a presence in nearly 117
countries. Holds the real estate
business, high technology, trading
and services of Import/Export of
goods all over the world.

Chief Knowledge Officer
Born in Italy 1957 Marco Vincenzo
Belfiore since 2004 with MVB
Consulting is a Senior Independent
consultant and Advisor. During his
carrier he has built and developed a
strong know haw and solid
experience in many fields

Travelers
Allow businesses to deliver the best possible customer experience. With all the
aforementioned new business models, travel will be much more streamlined,
personalized and there will be much more choice in terms of travel agencies that will
cater to different demographics, as opposed to status-quo today, with the same
company trying to satisfy needs of business travelers, backpackers, cultural, health and
eco-tourists, etc.

Maite Gabriella Ramos
Chief Communications Officer
Journalist, teacher and speaker,
work in Digital marketing, Social
Media & Community Manager.

How Does Cubaaz Work?
Cubaaz include 5 key components.
▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

Daniel Sánchez

Web platform and iOS/Android mobile App
o Cubaaz platform (website, mobile apps for Android, IOS and Windows
phone) enabling users to search and compare available offers from all the
renowned travel websites to find the best available price for hotels, apartment
and car rentals etc. Our platform will also provide users access to an e-wallet
and an exchange platform to users who use cryptocurrencies.
Blockchain Technology
o Integrate Blockchain technology to our platform to support cryptocurrency
transactions.
Use of Big Data
o For the detection of individual trends and behaviors to facilitate, attract and
retain the traveler by anticipating their needs and improving decision making.
Use of Artificial Intelligence
o To manage the information that is generated and Improve customer
relationships by Foreseeing sales, empowering workers and optimizing
production processes.
Collective Intelligence (CI)
o To collaboration between users and obtaining accurate results from the
community.

Chief Technical Officer
As a passionate and entrepreneurial
leader, hailing from a highly
technical and strategic background,
I have garnered a vast range of
expertise in the design,

Olivier Fousse
VP Technology
I am a veteran IT professional who
has spent the last 18 years working
in the development, management,
and sales IT discipline. I began my
career writing code and developing
software for legacy systems and
quickly moved into web
development specifically in the
financial services area.

Felipe Garcia
Artificial Intelligence Specialist
Born 1963. Felipe García. Bioneer &
Knowmad. Create and heads
KNOWDLE GROUP, that include
KNOWDLE© MEDIA GROUP,
SEANNACHIE INVESTMENTS and
KNOWDLE© CONSORTIUM

What is the big vision
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Enabling the conditions for the perfect competition of travel suppliers and
provides perfect information to buyers.
Allowing the creation of new business models in travel industry.
Simple rules for data exchange between suppliers and buyers of travel.
Reducing the cost of travel for the travelers.
Increasing the profitability of hotels by decreasing intermediary commissions.
We facilitate travel in all of its different aspects, making it cheaper, faster, more
enjoyable for consumers.
we aim to build the payment API for marketplace integration that will become a
trusted name in travel and tourism.

Darko Popovski
Adobe After Effects Expert Manager
I am Video Editor, Creator and
"Adobe After Effects Expert
Manager· of Cubaaz Team. I have 7
years of experience in this field.

Pau Martinez Bayo
Degree in Business Administration
and Management from the UOC.
Wide experience of 7 years in the
commercial and sales sector,
company Bridgestone Hispania.

Use of CC Tokens
▪

▪

The best payment protection features of current-generation payment systems
with the innovative features of blockchain and blend in the unique features
provided by our own token.
Best features of cryptocurrencies, enabling fast transactions, lower fees and low
cross-border transaction friction, enabling travelers to choose from a growing
worldwide audience of travel service providers.

Additional Information
You can find more about cubaaz ICO
online at:
https://www.cubaaz.io/
Members of our executive board
http://cubaaz.io/#contact
▪

For presale requests
contact@cubaaz.io

